
Dear Howard, 	 2/21/77 
I'm about to:find out about the Zebra stripes. DAY after tomorrow. 
I've etopped cigarettes and stopped inhaling except when infreqiently I forget. 
So I'm eitting here with about 10 minutes left on a cigar and I thought I'd update you. 

Zebra celled '"es Payne to do a Ong book. tee went and spoke to them. He told me they would call.me and would come to see me. The agent said they would not talk and their letter was aeything bit encouraging. Not even reasonable. I had even offered to go to New York, to show them what 1  have, despite my doubts about them. Now the- two top people are taking me to lunch in Washington on Wednesday. They've agreed for me to take 4in. 
It will be a. ileac, hard dey, with little or no preparation for that. I'il,have to get up early forme ride. Jim and I will work all the rest of the day, except for when we are with them, in preparing to depose the retired 4in beginning with grazier, which is the next day, and to try to get it done so they OAL -t:priew each other on the questiona if it goes over into another day. Than I have to go out to railer Spring to do an hour and a half on Lane, ad lib and with opposition fe fiixueee-doeteine time. and then the next morning the depositionseead that all day. 1  hope we earl finish it in one day. 
I now have in mind agreatly simplified book, beginning with a chapter on king leading into a ‘onintepro-invadere chapter that will set the stage with the PSI's hangupe and than into the hard stuff. Except for me I'd say it would be short. Nerd the stuff is as you cannot imagine. The totality is incredible even after Post Mertes". The deliberateness is as never with JPIC. 
If they go for it and are willing to make the effort they wasted on ecDoneld this will bell. Negardlese of what does or does not happen to the comeittee. 
Lem plan to work thee:In-called task-force report in. I've already made my note, sort of,-by-etrking a cal, .up 	having that copy xeroxed. The marks will chow on the xerox and I'll cut it t.t. for ce in the draft. Sove time. 
Just theughtof the epee:nee of the intro: Congress parsed a law to make this bock possible. The official corruption this book exposes was the major influence on Coegrese, as the debates on the law show. What go you think? it is true. 
What is really fantastic is that my reconstruction and investigntion were, not to 

coin a phrase, 10004 right. Now I have their, proof, with new names or new witnesses. Their reports on the fink I enabledeies to identify after. I established him. he was not only driving the King party around - I have his picture crouching over Eing's body! not only this kind of detail - end on mere point- I've given Les what should enable him to identify their fink in SCLT,..hemduarters! 
But what 4" need I dezTeht,ve-holp. I've been trying to locate a stulent at good who could get things for mA:s'so,I 	have to unwrap myself every time I need a paper and loose my concentration. Jerry Act:nicht and his dean said today they do not know one they can trust. 

Of course this is somewhat pronature. I've a bit of hope because this happened after 
les spent several hours here last weele.zeudiag stuff 1 had for him. Then he spoke to thee. It will not be too long before I know. If they'll go for itTi if they'll do what publish, errs used to do, this can be what has net yet been. 

:ay to way, in outlieing the queotioniegs for lira meet week 1  simplified there to 
avoid as much as poesible of the technical stuff on spectre au J N. 

nest, 


